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HIGH SPEED DAUPHIN (DGV) 
200 KNOTS TOWARD THE FUTURE 

by 

B. FOUQUES, EUROCOPTER FRANCE 
J.C. WEISSE. EUROCOPTER FRANCE 

ABSTRACT 

The Dcluphin Grande Vitesse (DGV) is an upgraded version of 
the X380 experimental helicopter designed to gather 
aerodynamical data on conventional helicopter rotor behaviour 
at high cruise speed. 

X380"s new rotor and upper fairings had proved successful and 
had allowed this helicopter to be f!ownwitheaseand Increased 
controllability at the boundaries of the procuctlon Dauphin Nl 
flight envelope with standard engines. The vibratory level was 
also found to be lower than that of the standard Dauphin 
although the suspension system had been locked. 

The Dauphin Grande Vltesse Is equipped with 2 ARRIEL I X 
power plants, each developing up to 660 kW (884 shp) at 
standard sea level. a reinforced (1200 kW; 1607 shp) main gear 
box, new servo controls and hydraulic system and a reinforced 
structure. 

Special care has been devoted to streamlining, with particular 
attention to protuberances. 

The fin is equipped with an electrically trimmab!e rudder to 
reduce the power needed in cruise flight and oblique climb as 
well as to improve yaw control in autorotation. 

The Dauphin Grande Vitesse started its successful evaluation 
trials at the beginning of March 1991 and eventually broke the 
200 kt barrier while bea1 ing the world speed record in the E l 
class on 3 km distance with 372 kmjhr (200.86 kl). 

This paper covers the aircraft description, developmental and 
flight envelope extension tests, test resulls and interpretation 
and, fioolly, the lessons learned from this programme. 

This paper covers the aircraft description. developmental and 
flight envelope extension tests, test results and interpretatlon 
and, finally, the lessons learned from this programme. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Although the press essentially focussed its attention on the 
speed record. the Dauphin Grande Vitesse (or DGV for High 
Speed Dauphin) was not set up as a record breaker. 

DGV is. basically. a research aircraft intended to gather 
aerodynamical data at high speeds, taking advantage of its 
predecessor's architecture to ease the design of the next 
helicopter generation. 

This task is part of Eurocopter policy as regards the general 
enhancement of helicopter technology and design. 

Being a fundamental research task, the DGV programme has 
been portly funded by the French Official Services (Direction 
Genera!e de !'Aviation Civile (DGAC) and Services Techniques 
des Programmes A9ronautiques (STPA)) which then had the 
opportunity to have the helicopter tested by their own pilots 
from Centre d'Essais en Vol (C.E.V.), 

2. AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION 

DGV can. at first glance. be identified by its 5-blade rolor with 
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parabolic tips fully Integrated within the global upper deck 
fairing. It Is net different. up to then. from Its Dauphin X380 
predecessor (Fig. 1) 

NEW ROTOR AND UPGRADED MGB 

UPGRADED ENGINE NEW CONTROLS 

Figure 1: General View 

Looking more carefully, one can notice some changes In the 
tall (Fig. 2) which now bears a rudder and smeller empennage 
end plates; considerable efforts V~ere also devoted to fuselage 
and fairings streamlining. 

TRIMMABLE RUDDER 

Figure 2: Yaw Control System 

The latter characteristic Is not usually noticed since a clean 

In order to reach the objectives assigned. the Installed power 
was Increased by nearly 20% with the new ARRIEL 1 X engine 
whlle the main gear box permissible torque was Increased by 
30% by upratlng the last epicyclic stage. A full set of modlfl· 
cations was thus Introduced Including for the main part : 

• structural reinforcements 
- A full hydraulic system change 

the latter because It was Impossible to cover single hydraulic 
failures at the boundaries of the scheduled flight envelope with 
the existing system. 

However significant these modifications mcy appear. they 
were corducted with minimum costs and delays because they 
hod been scheduled from the very early X380 stages. Space 
reservations. minor modifications In X380 definition and even 
flight testing Instrumentation could then be Introduced at the 
most favourable time. 

When summcrlzlng the evolutions Introduced during the X380 
or High Speed Dauphin programme. one ends with a virtually 
newMGB/rotor/control system, Including 3 patented helicopter 
technology Improvements (Fig. 3) 

NEW ROTOR HEAD 
NEW DAMPERS 
(PATENTED) 

NEW HYDRAULIC 
GENERATION AND 
DISTRIBUTION 

INTEGRATED 
ROTOR· MAST 

NEW SWASHPIATES 
(PATENTED) 

UPRATED 
EPICYCLIC 

STAGE 

aircraft looks naturaLes n should always be, but with a Figure 3: Rotor and MGB 
considerable amount ()f work! 

The most significant evolution, however, Is not visible. The X380 programme was technology oriented; DGV was Its 
logical performance~orlented follow-on. 
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3. FLIGHT TESTING 
CORRECTED POWER (KW) 

D.Jrlng Its 25 hours of fllght testing, the aircraft covered an 
0" 

envelope that had not previously been explored (Fig. 4) and 1000 A.\/. / 
gathered considerable data which allowed the analysis of 
various phenomena to be conducted successfully. The most 
Interesting of these were related to: 

- The Influence of rudder In various flight phases 
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Best Setting_ 
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~ The influence of Mach number on performances 
~ The accuracy of the performance ard vibration models 
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Figure s, Cruise Advantage 

marginal Interest In Category A's first segment where speed is 
low. However. a substantial Increase In Category A's take· off 
weight can be expected when the second segment Is the 
limiting factor (Fig. 6b). 

ROC (Ft/MN) 
2000 

NORULR 
1800 " KLECTlON 

Figure 4, Flight envelope 1600 
' ' ' ' , .50% RtGHT 

3.1 Influence of rudder In various flight phases 1400 

""" Every conventional helicopter needs to unload Its tall rotor 1200 
system In cruise flight to save poV~er, generally via the vertical 
surfaces supporting the tall rotor. The fenestron system itself 

""" 1"\. 

""" 
Includes a real alrcraftvtype tall. 1000 

On the one hand, these vertical surfaces allow satisfactory 
power saving at their dimensioning speed and help unload the 
tall rotor/tan at Intermediate speeds but they tend. on the other 
hand. to create a parasite momentum when autorotating with 
substantial forward speed. 

A triple advantage can be expected when fitting a rudder: 

1. Optimizing the rudder's setting in forward flight can either 
Increase (below fin dimensioning speed) or decrease (above 
fin dimensioning speed) the fin's lateral lift to minimize the 
power required at the tall rotor. Performance Is then Improved 
in fv./o ways: 

a.The total aircraft drag Is reduced because the rudder's drag 
Is far below that generated by the tall rotor system 

b. The power saved can be rev routed to the main rotor, thus 
enhancing performance. 

Optimizing the rudder's cruise setting has allowed gains up to 
5 kt at iso- I 000 kW reduced power or a 75 kW saving at I so· 
175 kt (Fig. 5). 

2. The same reasoning applies In climb. where the rudder, when 
correctly set. allows a 7% Increase in the maximum rate of 
cllmb with all engines operating compared to a configura
tion equivalent to on absence of rudder (Fig. 6a) 

Gains are also to be expected in One Engine Inoperative COEI) 
conditions. Saving being proportional to speed, there Is a 

800 
4500 

ROC (Ft/MN) 

400 

5500 6000 8500 
CORRECTED WEIGHT (Kg) 

Figure 6oo R.O.C. advantage 

/ 
•>N 
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LEFT-+- AlGHT (!Nxlmum CfUi,. position) RUDDER SETTING (%) 

Figure 6b: R.O.C. advantage 

3. Using the rudder to cancel the lateral lift while autorotating 
allows for a considerable increase in yaw authority whatever 
the forward speed may be. The: VNE limit existir~g inautorotation 
can then be cancelled (Fig. 7). 
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Figure 7: Autorototion advantage 

3.2 Influence of rotor RPM on performances 

The optimization criterion that v.tas selected was «Minimum 
Povver Requlredn. 

A number of flight tests were undertaken at various rotor speeds 
ranging from 335 to 365 RPM to evaluate the effects of this 
criterion. The general trend thatv.tas established was that DGV's 
optimum rotor RPrv1 Increases with speed but It Is not yet clear 
by how much. because of couplings with other aerodynamic 
effects. This point Is still being studied. 

Indeed, numerous problems prevented using In very high 
speed flight what was believed to be the optimum RPM. These 
problems were chiefly related to: 

1. Control margins and mainly collective pitch traveL although 
this had been Increased 

2. stress on engine/gearbox couplings. Should the experiment 
be continued. these standard ARRIEL parts could easily be 
replaced since they were considered disposable In this 
experiment because of their simpllclty and relatively low 
cost. 

3. Maximum main gear box torque. Higher RPI'v1s were used to 
increase the power transmitted without overreduclng the 
MGB's fatigue life 

4. Engine regulation margins 

Despite those limitations, DGV objectives were reached as 
evidenced during the speed record. The rotor speed for this 
flight hcd been set to 357 RPM. 

3.3 Influence of Mach number on performances 

A!l things being equaL the effect of temperature on performan
ces via the Mach number Is one of the significant lessons 
learned during the DGV trials. 
lnceed. tests did prove that the sole application of p/pO 
deparameterlng was no longer sufficient for performance 
calculations at high speeds. In fact. the Mach number in
fluence is to be taken Into account from 120 kt. 

This phenomenon can be summarized as follows: 

1. drag is diverging to a specific Mach value in each airfoil 
composing a blade (Fig. 8) 

2. The rotor zones where the airfoils are exceeding this value are 
influenced by flight conditions (speed and rotor RPI'v1) as well 
as temperature via the Mach number, V r/ 'YrT by definition. 

CdO 
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Figure 8: Zero-lift drag of Dauphin blade airfoils 

The temperature's variation hcs llltle effect while the speed 
remains low because the evolution of the related Mach number 
chcnges the airfoil CdO only slightly. Beyonc 120 kt however, 
the CdO divergence value Is exceeded In some rotor zones 
because of temperature variation and this leads to excessive 
power consumptlon. 

3. The rotor disk zones affected by drag divergence are 
presented In Fig. 9 at 90. 150 anc 200 kt speed as well as a• 
and 20"C temperature. It can be noted that the deviation Is 
significant! 
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Figure 9: Rotor disk zones with diverging CdO (iso Cxrvf3) 
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Those same zones are presented at !so· Mach In Fig. 10 In a DGV 
flight configuration at 4150 kg corrected weight, 20oc outside 
temperature and 90/200 kt speed. 

TAS = 200Kt 

Figure 10: Rotor disk zones with diverging CdO (iso-Mach) 

4. Finally, the necessary power curve calculated In two DGV 
flight configurations at 4150 kg corrected weight and 0!20'C 

different from that of DGV. 

The most spectacular, In that It probably \lvCIS the least expected. 
result Is the quality of the vibration measurements correlation. 

Vibrations are generally more d ifflcult to predict because to the 
complexity of the rotor head exciting forces and moments' 
prediction model (R85 with flexible blade) must be added the 
complexity of the fuselage's finite element model and the 
extreme delicacy of the transmissibilities' evaluation in ampli
tude and, mainly. phase. 

Fig. 12 gives an Idea of the results obtained. However. It must 
be noted that the latter are slightly readjusted In amplitude by 
the flight measurement points. 

PILOT SEAT (GZ) NB· OGV SUSPENSION IS LOCKED 

0.8 
XXX NR•337RPM) 
• • + NR • 350 RPM FUGHT TEST 

f- • • w NRc343 RPM 
0 00 NR • 358 RPM a> II < CC 

P lOTION E 
X X ·---outside temperature are presented In Fig. 11. 0.4 

+'- tl 

Figure 11: Influence of Mach number 

The deviation plotted amounts to 75 kW at Jso· 190 kt speed or 
somewhat more that 4 kt at iso • 1200 kW power 

The Integrality of the DGV flighttests at high speed was naturally 
processed with due consideration for these facts 

3.4 Accuracy of performance and vibration models 

The calculation mcx:::le!swere permanently readjusted throughout 
the test trials. 

1. by modification of the calculation modes whenever a new 
phenomenon could be explained 

2. by ada potation of f'he equations' cOefficients as a function 
of the test resu Its 

As a consequence, the current models offer satisfactory 
calculation/flight measurement correlations. They are 
considered usable at the speed ranges being explored, with all 
the more confidence since they are close to the measured 
weight, altitude, temperature etc. 

Model accuracy is thus better than 2% as regards DGV 
performance calculations and it is estimated that it should 
remainwithin:!:5%forthecolculations of those weight envelopes 
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Figure 12: Vibration model accuracy 

4. THE WAY AHEAD 

DGV demonstrated that the performance and technology 
necessary to design a new civil high speed helicopter are now 
familiar. 

Indeed, performance and stress estimation proved quite cor· 
rect and the essential new parts suffered very little damage as 
shown in Fig. 13. 
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Figure 13. DGV damage 



However. some fields still need to be Improved and, In particular: 

1. Noise. either Internal or externaL Is an Important concern: 
DGV recently completed flight test trials Intended to measure 
external noise (ICAO) at various airspeeds and rotor speeds 
(as low as 325 RPM). 

2. VIbrations, a prime characteristic as taros comfort Is cotiCerned: 
DGV2 has been tasked to flight test an active suspension 
system at high speeds by 1994. 

3.1ntegratlon of new concepts: These, Including new blades. a 
damage tolerant main gear box with new materials and 
rudder cootrollaws shall be fllghttested In a new demonstrator. 
The latter will gather every concept validated separately and 
Is also aimed at exploring high manoeuvrability at high speed 
and maximum take-off weight. 

This Demonstrateur Tres Grande Vltesse (or DTGV for very high 
speed demonstrator) shall be the ultimate follow· on of lhe 
X380 · DGV family. It Is scheduled before the end of the century. 

No decls!on Is In sight regarding a commercial high speed 
offspring of DGV although It can be certain, as speed history 
shows (Fig. 14). that the next generation helicopters will cruise 
faster than the current ones. 
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Figure 14, Speed history 
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1990 YEARS 

The future of fast cruising helicopters Is, in any case. related to 
a commercial interest in speed .But that is another story! 
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